Millau wins on debut for Sheikh Mohamed at Saint-Cloud

Millau travelled strongly down the centre of the track in the home straight, showed a good acceleration. His rivals, previously backed in hand, were well away from Millau. The colt was making his first appearance on the track and was said to be from the same stable as his dam, Mr and Mrs Killian's Arabian Days. Millau was making his first appearance on the track and was said to be from the same stable as his dam, Mr and Mrs Killian’s Arabian Days.
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Al Duhail open campaign with impressive win over Al Shorta

A Hassam Kadhim own goal and Edmilson Junior strike installs Sabri Lamouchi’s men on top of Group C standings

Al Duhail’s Michael Olunga (second from right) celebrates his team's first goal that came off Al Shorta’s Hassam Kadhim (right) during the AFC Champions League Group C match yesterday.

The result installs Al Duhail as the early leaders in Group C, with only one group winner and two best runners-up to advance to the knock-out round after the opening period. Al Shorta had to chase the game, with Al Duhail's Michael Olunga playing a neat one-two, with Olunga's shot ending up in the back of the net via the foot of Kadhim, who was credited with an own goal. Kadhim's own goal nine minutes before half-time while a substitute for Al Shorta had confined the points all but safe in the 3rd minute.
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Al Duhail began the second half strongly, although it didn’t immediately translate into goals. The visitors were on top in a cagey opening period. It took until the 73rd minute for the game’s first shot to materialise, a crated effort from Al Duhail’s Michael Olunga, but they went much closer to breaking the deadlock through Ali Karimi five minutes later, with the Iranian’s instinctive header fizzing wide from close range after he latched on to Ismail Lamouchi’s cross.

While those chances didn’t bear fruit, they did offer in a period of prime control for Al Duhail, whose pressure eventually produced the opening goal in the 86th minute, when Olunga and Karimi played a neat one-two, with Olunga’s shot ending up in the back of the net via the foot of Kadhim, who was credited with an own goal.
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Al Duhail’s Edmilson Junior celebrates after scoring a goal during the match against Al Shorta yesterday.

There were similarities with the first goal, with Al Duhail’s passing and movement stretching Al Shorta’s defence, and the task became considerably more difficult when Sabri Lamouchi’s men went further ahead eight minutes into the second half.
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FOCUS
Copa success could prove pivotal for modern-day Barca

Al Sadd seek improvements after El Clasico

AFC CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

Al Sadd coach Karim Ben Ali was sharp in his assessment of his side's performance after the 2-1 defeat in their opening match of the 2020 AFC Champions League Group G opener against Foolad on Wednesday.

AFC

A 1-0 defeat was all-but inevitable following a high-tempo effort from the Iranian club but Ben Ali has high expectations of his side and said that he was not too concerned about the result.

Al Sadd had the lion’s share of midfield possession but failed to convert their chances into goals.

With that in mind, Ben Ali said that the side will need to improve if they are to progress in the competition.

The team must improve if they are to progress in the competition.

He added: “We are in the second half and we have played well. We have created many chances. Now we have to convert them into goals.”

Al Sadd will face South Korean side Jeonbuk in their next game on Saturday.

Copa success could prove pivotal for modern-day Barca

With both teams seeking to progress to the next round of the competition, the match was a must-win for both sides.

Al Sadd coach Saed Al Shehri said that the team must improve if they are to progress in the competition.

He added: “We must improve if we are to progress in the competition.”

The team will face South Korean side Jeonbuk in their next game on Saturday.
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Tottenham are seventh, six points behind fourth-placed West Ham United.

Mourinho focused on top-four battle, not League Cup

Tottenham hotspur are a team that's always looking forward. Under the watchful eye of their manager, Jose Mourinho, they have set their sights on a top-four finish in the Premier League season.

The team, who are currently seventh, are determined to avoid the Conference League by finishing in the top four. Mourinho has reportedly told his players that they need to win their remaining four matches to have any chance of实现 this goal.

Mourinho has been a known advocate of the top-four mentality, believing that it is the only way to ensure success in the Premier League.

According to reports, Mourinho is said to have told his players: "We have to win our next four matches to have any chance of making it to the top four."

Mourinho is under pressure to deliver this season after a disappointing start to the season. The team has not had the best of starts, with only one win and two losses in their first three matches.

However, Mourinho remains confident that Tottenham can achieve their goal. "We have the quality and the players to do it," he said. "We have to believe in ourselves and give our best in every game."
Big money: Delhi Capitals, IPL, Indian Premier League, cricket, Delhi and Mumbai -- a few of the buzzwords that have prevailed in recent weeks with teams preparing themselves for the upcoming Indian Premier League (IPL) in the United Arab Emirates. The tournament will be played behind closed doors due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

Stokes makes English cricket history with Wisden award

Spotted:

Maxwell lives up to big bangalore price tag

Rohit reprimanded for IPL temper

Kohli reprimanded for IPL temper

Focus:

Mulani joins Delhi as short-term Covid-19 replacement

Report:

Big money: Morris rescues Rajasthan for first IPL win

IPL

Mulani joins Delhi as short-term Covid-19 replacement

Aucklanders Hamish Bennett and Michael Brackenworth have been in the news for all the wrong reasons. Bennett was fined and Brackenworth was banned for a year after the pair were found guilty of fixing matches.

But the Indian cricket board (BCCI) has sought to put the two players back into the game by appointing them as short-term replacements for Delhi Capitals.

Bennett, 30, was fined $5,000 and banned for 18 months while Brackenworth, 29, was banned for four years.

However, the BCCI has allowed them to return to the game by appointing them as short-term replacements for Delhi Capitals.

Bennett has previously been fined for fixing matches in New Zealand and Brackenworth was banned for his role in the fixing scandal.

But the BCCI has now allowed them to return to the game by appointing them as short-term replacements for Delhi Capitals.

The move comes after the BCCI was criticized for not doing enough to address the issue of match fixing.

Bennett and Brackenworth have been free to play cricket since their bans expired in February 2020.

But the BCCI has now allowed them to return to the game by appointing them as short-term replacements for Delhi Capitals.
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Sixers win battle for top spot, Doncic hits clutch winner

I WAS KIND OF FALLING DOWN. IT’S KIND OF LUCKY, BUT WE’LL TAKE IT

Tuesdays in Chicago

Nearly perfect, White Sox's Rodon no-hits Indians

Chicago White Sox’s Eloy Jimenez, right, and teammate Yermin Mercedes gesture after a third-inning hit by Cleveland Indians’ Nick Swisher. (AP Photo/Nam Y. Huh)
Mercedes admit Red Bull ‘edge’ ahead of Imola showdown

Our car still lacks speed on a single lap and Red Bull have the edge at the moment.
A wful Djokovic

It definitely leaves a bitter feeling exiting the court this way."

Djokovic was knocked out of the French Open and sent two years off the tour after losing to Dan Evans, while 11-time champion Rafael Nadal eased past Filip Krajinovic.

The third-ranked Spaniard is the highest seed left in the draw following Novak Djokovic and the withdrawal of Andy Murray after he tested positive for Covid-19. Nadal will meet Andrey Rublev or Roberto Bautista Agut in the quarter-finals.

Serbian Novak Djokovic (L) leaves the court as Britain's Daniel Evans celebrates at the end of their third round match on day six of the Monte Carlo Masters ATP tennis tournament.

The ATP and WTA world rankings as of February 15, 2021 appear in the World Rankings section this week.

The Games will be held from July 23-Aug. 8.
After humbling Phelps, Shanghai sends another shock at Tokyo Olympics

**SPORT**

Japan politician Toshiro Nikai has said Japan will consider canceling the Tokyo Olympics if results cannot be achieved without a surge in cases.

‘We need to cancel it without hesitation if the situation is no longer possible.’

Nikai’s remarks come with recent successes by the virus in Japan, including new virus restrictions in Tokyo and elsewhere in Japan. New virus restrictions in Tokyo as rising daily cases prompt new virus restrictions in Tokyo.

He added however that he dismissed by an unnamed LDP supporter: “The Games will not be cancelled.”
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